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First-ever 'Sex Week' on campus City Council actions
fluster neighborhood
Forum addresses unease

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

As part of Seattle University's 'Sex Week,' students artistically expressed theirideas of sexuality. Monday's
event addressed sexual health issues and concluded with a tour of the Student Health Center.
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
For the first time in Seattle
University history, the topic of the
week is

sex.

The 'Sexual Evolution program,
also called 'Sex Week,' is dedicated
to "education, exploration and empowerment" of issues surrounding
sexuality and intimacy.
"It's about educating, empowering and being able to engage in
a dynamic discussion that's really
enlightening and talk about things
that aren't usually talked about,

in a way that's safe and positive,"
said Rachel Wang, programming
coordinator of the Residence Hall
Association and sophomore nursing major.

are happening," said advisor of
RHA Nicole Hoyes Wilson, "and
how do we talk about our bodies,
how do we talk about that on our

After seeing what other RHA

The week began Monday night
with a discussion on basic sexual

organizations had done with sex
education on their campus, members of RHA decided they wanted
to bring a similar event with a new
twist to Seattle U.
"They wanted to be able to bring
that [discussion] to a Jesuit education and really explore the connections between spirituality and safe
sexuality, basic health issues that

campus?"
health and a tour of the health center, which Wang said went very well
despite the small turnout. Though
the first night was centered on basic
sex education, those involved with
the event insisted the
activities of this week go I Page
beyond the tenets of a
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Emily Holt

citizens, the name of the town from

Senior Staff Writer

which they hailed mattered more
than their individual names as they
stood to present their issues to a

As Seattle University students
deal with the sometimes frustrating effects oftop-down planning, as
seen in rising educational finances,
the move to Division I Athletics
and the relocation ofstudent housing, the surrounding community
also deals with similar results of
administrative planning.
Yet in the same way that students have made their voices heard
through movements such as the
Ban the Bottle campaign and the
recent protests around campus,
local community members have
taken the initiative to wrestle control from the City Council back to
neighborhood organizations.
Bleary-eyed members of neighborhoods across the greater Seattle
area, who looked not much different than tired college students,
met at City Hall last Saturday to
discuss their grievances and what
community leaders can do

address them. But for these concerned
to

panel ofneighborhood planners.
Many of the grievances are the
those that Seattle U students face: the lack of affordable
housing, the struggle for environmental sustainability and questionsame as

able public safety.
The forum began with

a

panel

discussion about the importance of
neighborhood planning.
Richard Conlin, Seattle City
Council president, said the city
has adopted a commitment to

keeping neighborhoods involved
in the planning process and noted
the success of recent levies such as
those for the library, community
parks, community centers and
the Bridging the Gap program
an initiative to improve public
transportation.
Yet many communi—

ty

members felt that the

Page

City Council has not
heard their concerns.

Metal, dance merge for
AIDS fundraising event

Blogging impacts voter opinion
Emily Holt

Obama supporter who has been

Senior Staff Writer

following his campaign and writing

When Senator Barack Obama
made a contentious off-hand remark
at a fund-raiser in the Bay Area that
was closed to the press, he naturally
did not expect to see it immediately
in the media. But with the advent of
the blogosphere few remarks, if any,
are hidden from the public.
Obama told an acquaintance
at the event that small-town voters frustrated over their economic
circumstances, "cling to guns or religion or antipathy to people who
aren't like them." His words would
not have been available for his opponent to cite as elitist, were it not
for the presence of Mayhill Fowler,
a blogger for OffTheßus.net, an

about the senators progress.
The frenzy created after Obama's
remark is only one example of the
way in which blogs are changing
not only the way that readers get
their news, but also the very nature
of politics itselfand way that politicians campaign.
"Between blogging and YouTube,
candidates have no privacy anymore," said Richard Young, associate professor of political science
and history. "I don't think Kennedy
or Nixon could have been elected
if the present rules had applied to
their debate or their campaigns."
In the recent ABC debate between Obama and Hillary, the
candidates did not discuss hot
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accusatory remarks.

Young added that people are
learning much more about the personalities and characters ofthe candidates for the presidency through
blogging and YouTube.
"[With blogging] there is this
immediate proof available of controversial statements and actions by
major candidates. The bad side of
that is that it leads to the trivialization of candidates," said Young.
"For that reason I do not pay
much attention to the blogs. They
are basically a matter of
Page
subjective opinion and
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useless
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Last Friday, the music of metal band Mastadon was covered in a benefit concert put on by Magis Alumni and the
Sisters of the Holy Names. Metal Makes Change raised
money to address HIV/AIDS in Lesotho, Africa.
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First 'Sex Week' delves into issues of intimacy, sexuality

Cover

"The biggest thing is
this isn't the same as
any other sex ed you've
ever had, because we're
approaching it from so many different angles throughout the week,
from basic sexual health to really
emotional topics such as intimacy
and spirituality," said Wang. "I feel
it can work for any student on a
multitude oflevels because there are

perspectives."
Tuesday night's event, called
"For Play," is the first to branch
away from a typical sexual health
so many

talk. The event encourages students
to explore sexuality through various
mediums, as well as to "examine
perceptions of the human body."
art

We wanted to take this
idea and adapt it so it
reflected the values of

the Jesuit university.
Rachel Wang
Event Coordinator

"It's about learning how

to ex-

press yourself, breaking the taboo
that sometimes surrounds human

sexuality and appreciating the
beauty of the human body, as opposed to the way it's often displayed
in print ads," said Wang. "You can
appreciate it without being degrading to it and celebrate sexuality
without being crude."
After the art exploration RHA
collaborated with the Society of
Feminists and the Coalition for

Global Concern to show "Until the
Violence Stops," a documentary that
follows several efforts to end violence
against women.
Part of this week's success, according to Wang, is its partnership
with other groups on campus and
varying demographics.
"We have been able to collaborate with a lot of great organizations and we have such great faculty participating. There are a lot
of resources on campus," she said.

"Everyone

can

bring something

to

the table and hopefully [this week]
will open it up for this discussion to
happen more easily."
On Wednesday, two events
delved deeper into sexuality and
relationships concerning how those
elements are affected by love, culture
and religion. CAPS led a discussion
intended to address the "paradoxes
of love and the positive and negative aspects of relationships and
intimacy," followed by a discussion
later in the day regarding varying
religious and cultural perspectives
on human sexuality.

Tonights

event,

according

to

Wang, is going to be a little bit
lighter and less structured, but she
said it will still be fun. The play
of the events tide "Sex in Seatde"
on the show "Sex in the City"
provides a small insight into the
topic of the night: sex and gender
in the media.
"It's going to be a really fun
event [with] a free form discussion
about media and sexuality. We're
basically asking, 'What would happen if everything you knew about
sex and relationships came from
TV' and 'Grey's Anatomy is a great
example of how far from reality

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

While condoms are not available on the SU campus, Monday night's event discussed basic sexual health
issues including the use of contraceptives. These topics were discussed within a Jesuit framework.
it can get," said Wang.
Sexual Evolution also integrated
this event with the Coalition for
Global Concern, who will be bringing Inga Muscio to give a presentation tided"Feminism, Racism, and
the Death of Democracy" at 7 p.m.
before the media and sexuality discussion begins at 8 p.m.
The second annual drag show,
part of the Triangle Clubs Gay
Pride Month, will be the final program ofSexual Evolution Saturday
night at 7:30 p.m.
"[This week] shows a commitment of the university community
to explore a relationship between a
persons sexual identity and their individuality," said junior international studies major Shawn Wilkinson.
"It's a comprehensive approach

and it's significant that [RHA], an
organization that doesn't necessarily have anything to do with sex or
sexuality, is planning it."
As for the drag show, Wilkinson,
co-president of the Triangle Club,
said it's going to be bigger and better than last year's and noted how
significant it is that Seatde U may
be the only Jesuit university that
does not ban the event from taking
place on campus.
Still, those putting on the activities say that all of the events of
Sexual Evolution fall in line with
Jesuit values.
"We wanted to take this ideaand
adapt it so it reflected the values
of the Jesuit university. It is really
in line with Jesuit values as far as
education, especially with educating

the whole person and empowering
leaders," said Wang. "If we were able
to sexually empower all ofthese students, to discuss appropriate ways
to use their sexuality, it would be
a great thing for students [...] and
definitely something the whole
school agrees with."
Hoyes Wilson also noted that
the events of the week essentially
boil down to creating the opportunity for open discussion.
"It's an honest dialogue and a
chance [for students] to really reflect
on their own decisions they make
regarding sexuality and a chance to
talk with other students about those
decisions," she said.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

WA Secretary of State discourages political passivity
Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer
While Washington students do
40,000 hours of community
service each year to over 94 agencies, few students actively fight
the social, economic and political
causes that make this community
service necessary.
On April 17, Secretary of State
Sam Reed visited Seattle University
as part of his state-wide tour to address this issue and encourage youth
participation in politics.
Seattle U's Political Science
Club welcomed Reed to speak in
Pigott Auditorium with Seattle U
professor Angelique Davis and two
alumni, who have been active in
political campaigns and community
service projects.
While Reed commended the
level ofcommitment university students give to community service, he
said that it must be translated into
engagement in the political process.
Voting, he said, is one such engagement, since elected officials make
the decisions that shape the need
for service.
"I also encourage you to get
over

engaged in the process itself," said
Reed to an audience of about
15 people. "It is really an interesting political year in the state
of Washington."
Reed told students that direct
contact with elected officials was
the most effective means of political engagement. He said that petitions and demonstrations are not as
constructive as visits, phone calls,
letters or e-mails.
"It is very important that people
step up to the plate. It's one of the
incredible ironies that you are the
age group that has the most to gain
[...] and you are the ones who have
to live with the [decisions], and
you are participating the least,"
said Reed.
He added that Washington State
is privileged to have an open electoral system where family names, associations and money do not prohibit
the average citizen from getting their
voices heard.
Audience members responded
with some consternation over the
effectiveness of civil engagement.
Both Mary Hamilton, a humanities for teaching major who tutors
at an elementary school and a local

high school teacher voiced their

Sam Reed
Washington Secretary of State

their elected officials.
"[Elected officials] do not know
what you saw this morning [in the
classroom but] they have to hear
those stories. In most cases, they just
aren't hearing them," said Eassey, who
has worked for Governor Gregoire
and completed her senior thesis in
2003based on the experience she got
while working in Olympia.
Davis said that there are numerous ways to turn their passions into
political efforts. She noted that what
sociologists called "social capital"—
the reciprocity and trustworthiness
that arises from civil engagement
contributes to the vibrancy of
a democracy, aids progress and
education and helps people lead
healthier lives.
Czarina Nicolas, 2007 alum, who

Gayatri Eassey, executive director
of CityYear of King County, an organization that unites students from
different racial and socioeconomic
backgrounds for a year of full-time
community service and leadership,
and 2003 Seattle U alum, told both
individuals that it is incumbent for
citizens to share these stories with

Seatde and serves on local governing
boards, said her civil participation
has changed how she views herself
and others.
"The change that I put into my
community now will be the future
of my community."
Zach Gerdes, freshman marketing major, said he was uncertain of
the level of attention that politicians

the achievement gap
in Washington public schools and
the role of apathy on the part of
elected officials.
They both noted that the officials
who make decisions are not in the
classrooms where students are struggling to succeed, and thus do not
always know how to address educational needs.
concerns over

It is very important
that people step
up to the plate.

—

currendy

tutors

for AmeriCorps

in

give to the youth demographic.
Davis said students need to understand the importance of their
voice and have more confidence
in their potential impact on politics. She advised that students take
the initiative to find internships
and mentors in the state-wide

political arena.
Reed emphasized that students
can simply jump into the political
process and do not need to have
an impressive resume or lots of
experience.
"I don't think there is anything in
public policy that you cannot solve
if you don't do your homework,"
Eassey told students.
She advised students to use the
political system to their advantage
because there is power in numbers of
people with common interests.
"There is nothing that people do
in society that government does not
affect," Eassey told the audience. "I
believe that the integrity of our democracy rests in the hands of each
of you and whether you choose to
participate or passively sit by."

Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.edu
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Neighbors question City planning Administration
changes
as university expands

af

to address his personal
concerns for his neighborhood.
"Affordable housing is the biggest issue," said Hau, adding that
developers often put up new housing without considering the use of
sustainable materials, who these
homes should be for and where
they should be located. Many in
the room echoed Hau's call for

Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

non-academically."

mixed housing—housing
that can accommodate low-income
residents, working class citizens and
middle class workers.
"There is a sense of not feeling
like anything we are saying is making a difference," said Hau.
He added that many of the
people who often take up these important local issues are volunteer
whose time he says is more valuab
than that of paid elected officia
who can commit work hours t

Developers, who were not in
attendance at the meeting, ant
city planners took heat from man
community members.

suburb and thus does not qualify

for a public transportation route, a
much-needed service for its lowerincome commuting workers.
She added the plans make "corridors against corridors" rather than
coexisting urban villages.
Seattle City Council members
encouraged neighborhood leaders to consider the commonalities
they shared, as opposed to the individual concerns of each neighborhood, but many local leaders
felt that their concerns needed

individual redress.
While some Seattle

sectors

have

development growth rates in
the single digits, others have seen
growth rates of over 100 percent.
Many neighborhoods cannot help
but compare and hope for their

Student Development, University
Advancement, Financial Offices
and University Planning.
When the university announced its latest capital campaign
earlier this month, it marked the
single largest campaign in university history, with a total goal
Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

UW professor Jim Diers, above left, sings "We Can't Get No Validation"
with guitarist Bob Morgan. Below left, Richard Conlin, City Council
president, Stella Chao, director of the Department of Neighborhoods,
and Diers discuss the consolidation of neighborhood planning.

of 66 Douglas Firs on the border
of Ingraham High School, despite
the fact that Mayor Greg Nickels
of Seattle advised that the city
add some 649,000 trees to make
up for the loss of the tree canopy.

Community members

are

outraged

that the school district did not consult the community before planning
to pave a parking lot where the
trees stand.

seen

Seatde currently faces both ecoproblems that
touch many on a personal level.

nomic and social

Many community members at
the meeting were concerned about
food security and requested that
older generations have access to
urban vegetable gardens to grow
their own food, as members of the
International District can in the
Danny Wu Gardens.
Given that almost 20 percent
of the city consists ofrefugees and
immigrants, the city is also in need
of cultural and educational support to bring these individuals into
the community.
The new Bridging the Gap program speaks to Seattle's need for revitalization ofpublic transportation.
Yet the city council is not the only
group standing in the way of community activists.
Members of Haller Lake are

presidents and coordinating

at an executive level what happens

As Seattle University conThat coordination came betinues an unprecedented period cause Sundborg wanted to step
of growth, students may notice away from overseeing daily uniexpansion in almost every facet versity operations to becoming a
of campus life, ranging from an more visible community leader.
"Father Steve is doing more
increased student population and
an increase in full-time faculty to
external work—fundraising and
planned improvements to a numleadership in the community, said
ber of campus facilities.
Leary. "He wanted to make some
But as the university rapidly exorganizational changes that had
the day-to-day operations such
pands on almost all levels, the university executive administration, that he didn't have to supervise
perhaps the most influential group direcdy everybody."
on campus, has seen no growth.
One reason Sundborg was
Even as its role in the university's able to pass along day-by-day opaffairs has changed drastically, the erations to his staff may have had
executive administrative staff has to do with his personal trust in
not expanded or been significandy
the vice presidents. When Isiaah
altered since President Stephen Crawford enters as the new provost
Sundborg, SJ, assumed the role next year, it will mark the first time
of university president in 1997.
all those working in the Executive
The administrative staff conAdministration will have been persists of a number of different sonally hired by Sundborg. That,
positions, including representaLeary thinks, has had a positive
tives from Mission and Ministry, effect on how the team works.

more

Adrianne Bailey, president o
the Central Area Neighborhoo(
District Council, said that city
planners took the Central Distric
out of the city-wide codes, no
longer considering it an urban vil
lage—a self-sustained urban area
with a mixture ofcommercial and
residential buildings. Without this
title, the district is more akin to a

vice

There's a sense of not

feeling like anything

we are saying is
making a difference.
Corey Hau

Fremont Resident
Urban environments are also
threatened. Others in the forum
voiced concerns about the need
for better infrastructure, including sidewalks and roads, and many
complained about the Council's
slow acceptance of park plans and
communal artistic endeavors.
Tom Rasmussen of the City
Council's Planning, Land Use and
Neighborhoods Committee urged
community members to contact their elected officials to voice
these concerns.
Yet as Ken Okuma of Brighton
said, "fear, uncertainty and doubt"
often keep neighborhood leaders
from approaching city officials.

Okuma is now retired but used
to work as a business consultant.
He said that he struggled with the
council to get more benefits for
his employers.
Stella Chao, director of the
Department ofNeighborhoods, said
that both community members and
city council leaders must accept the
density ofSeattle's urban sectors and
be practical about growth projects.
While Washington is a strong
property rights state which allows
city developers to go ahead with
constructions projects quite easily,
Chao said that neighborhood associations can help to create guidelines
for these developers to maintain
neighborhood identities.
Jim Diers, a professor at the
University of Washington who
wrote a book about the importance
of neighborhoods, simply stated
his reasoning for the importance
of the control of neighborhood
associations.
"If we put money into a tunnel
that didn't happen [...] we sure as
hell can put money into our neighborhoods," Diers said, referring to
the $3 billion plan to replace the
Alaskan Way Viaduct with a tunnel
by the waterfront.
He encouraged everyone at the
forum to confront city council
members with their concerns.
"Neighborhoods can get kicked
around," Diers added. "If you have
a broad vision, it's a lot harder to get
kicked to the curb."

Emily can be reached at

holtel @seattleu.edu

of $ 160 million, $127 million of
which had already been raised,
■While theories that the increase
in fundraising is a result ofSeattle
Us increased exposure and visibility, one of the driving forces
behind the successful campaign
seems to be a renewed focus on
strategic planning between the
different executive administrative
positions.
One primary focus of the
administrative staff has been on
alumni relations. Because so

much ofSeatde U's ability to dole
out scholarships and fund expansion comes from private donors,
creating a strong alumni relations
program has proven invaluable.
"We have 68,000 alumni," said
Mary Kay McFadden, vice president for University Advancement.
"[That] is a huge resource for the
university. A happy alum is your
best person to refer future students
to you."

So how has the executive administration team been able to
deal with the universities growth
without increasing its size? The answer, says Executive Vice President
Tim Leary, has to do with a renewed focus on consolidating the
Vastly different fields that make up
the team.
"Part of what we're trying to
do is to make sure that everyone
is working in a more integrated
fashion," said Leary.
Part of that integration started
10 years ago with the formation of
Leary's position. Before stepping
into the role, there was no staffposition that allowed one member to
work directly with the university's
other vice presidents.
"My position now, maybe more
than ever before, is overseeing and
working really closely with the

We're a more

complex organization
than we were.
Tim Leary
Executive Vice President
"Consistency in leadership pays
off," said Leary.
As Seattle U continues to gain
more attention on a national scale,
that consistency has proven harder
to maintain. Success at Seattle U
can prove to be a vaulting point to
larger institutions, making it more
difficult to retain high-level staff
for a number of years.
"As the university gets bigger,
we're now in a whole new competitive group," said Leary. "We're
going head-to-head now with
some schools that we never did
before and with that comes some
new

challenges."

But with those challenges also
come the possibility that the university will not be able to maintain
the growth it has seen in the last
five years. Not only does the administration have to be concerned
with losing members of its own
staff, but it is also appealing to an
entirely different prospective student population. Competition
to gain entrance to Seattle U has
heightened in the last five years,
as applications have increased well
above accepted student levels.
But Leary reiterated that all the
unknowns simply point to Seattle
U "taking the next step" in terms
ofreputation and visibility.
"Seattle U is really poised to
take the next step," said Leary. "It's
a much stronger institution than
it was five years ago in almost every respect, including the student
population. We're a more complex
organization than we were."
Mike can be reached at

baldl 799@seattleu.edu
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Seattle University selects new ASSU president
Nicholas Lollini
Editor-in-Chief
Between April 22 and April
24, elections for the 2008-09
representatives for the Associated
Students of Seattle University
will be underway.
ASSU is the official source
of advocacy for the needs and
desires of the student body of
Seatde University. Additionally,
they are the primary source of
funding for all campus clubs,
which rely on the appropriations process to function and
provide services to the campus
community.
The president of ASSU is
the main advocate for student
needs. His or her personal relationships and contacts within
the university administration,
as well as within other campus
organizations, allow him or her
to effectively lead ASSU from an

organizational standpoint
The Spectator believes that
effective leadership, organizational structure, communication, advocacy and ultimately
results will be achieved only
when a goal-oriented, enthusiastic individual is elected.
Too often student elections
become a popularity contest.
This year, however, we implore
the student body of Seattle
University to become acquainted with the pertinent issues of

DuWayne Andrews, Jr.

James Colombo

DuWayne Andrews, Jr., one of
thefour candidates for ASSU president for the coming year, hopes to
tackle the big issues on campus,
from environmental policy to tuition hikes.
In his campaigning, Andrews
reminds us all that "we've come
this far by faith." But to Andrews,
"faith" is a matter larger than belief
or conviction; he's made it an acronym describing the focal points of
his ASSU agenda.

Andrews spoke of accountability
concerns several times, considering himself to be a representative
of the campus more than a figurehead. "The real challenge," according to Andrews, "is how do we get
you involved?" ASSU is a body with
no true decision making power, but
relies on student interaction and
concern for determining its avenues
for advocacy. Andrews expressed a
desire to be an agent for change
and assistance.
"I" is for integrity, which
Andrews says he has demonstrated
within ASSU for three years now,
holding an officer position since his
freshman year.
"T" is for trust. "I'm asking each
and every one of you to believe in
yourselves," said Andrews, addressing the student body on the issue of
club and community collaboration
and a common desire for progress.
Finally," H" is for hope. Andrews
hopes for a brighter tomorrow to be
achieved through close relationships
between the students of Seattle U
and ASSU. "One of the overall
issues for ASSU is taking steps
for great causes," said Andrews in
hopes that, through his platform
that combines upstanding leadership with the Jesuit tenets of social
justice, real change will occur for
Seattle U in the coming year. "We
have an administration that is willing to listen... but it needs to be we,
instead of me."

Natalie Sheils plans to unite the
Jimmy Colombo is many things
the other ASSU president candicommunication divide between
dates are not. He is the only one students and the administration,
without any ASSU experience, and, cultivate the student voice, and get
perhaps most importandy, the only students more involved in univerone with a full beard.
sity planning.
Sheils, a sophomore mathematBut the sophomore English
major does want to be known ics and economics major, was '07
freshman representative for ASSU
simply for his prowess in growing facial hair. No, the man with and is the current Vice President
the name right out of an '80s of Student Affairs. An OA for two
buddy-cop sitcom is the "people's years, Sheils is also a Children's
candidate."
Literacy Project tutor, a math tutor
"I understand that ASSU doesn't and participates in multiple camhave a whole lot of influence with pus ministry activities. This year,
the administration and that kind of she served on Seattle U's Academic
bothers me," said Colombo.
Assembly, which reviews academic
doubt,
those
with
fear
For
not.
programs and new majors. She also
reasons
Colombo's
for running are worked on increasing the ASSU
not simply fueled by discontent, but
budget and will continue to work
rather a deep concern for environon this project if elected.
mental policy at Seattle University.
Proud to be backed by Seattle
The man who moonlights as a masU's Society of Feminists, if elected, Sheils will be the first female
ter of the Italian arts at Hot Mama's
Pizza has a vision of a more envipresident the university has seen in
ten years. She would like to serve
ronmentally friendly campus, highlighted by a swift elimination ofall as a role model for women on
botded water on campus, instead of campus which, she added, are in
the two-year phase out plan curthe majority.
Sheils has centered her campaign
rently in place.
"Some of my initiatives would on the importance of the student
be to instill a stronger environvoice. Last year, she started the "Be
mental policy on campus," said Heard" campaign to represent stuColombo. He added that he supdent views. She felt that students
ported the efforts some students missed out on the opportunity
undertook this year to ban water to weigh in on the decision to go
bottles on campus. "I feel like [that] Division I and predicts that another
could be done right away."
major decision will happen within
Colombo realizes he does not the next year.
have the name recognition or exShe would also like to see stuperience of the other candidates. dents on all university boards and
But the Detroit, Michigan nacommittees and create an ASSU
tive argues that isn't necessarily a
calendar to solve what she sees as
bad thing.
the problem ofover-programming.
"I'd like to think that I'm more Because Sheils views the university
down to earth [than some other as an employer, not just a place to
candidates]," said Colombo of his be educated, she would like ASSU
appeal to potential voters. "I'm to consider the wages and needs of
more interested in getting what professors as a greater priority.
needs to get done, done."
In regards to addressing the risIf elected, Colombo says he will ing student costs of tuition, she
make himself more visible to stusaid that the best approach is helpdents and attempt to give ASSU ing students see where their tuition
dollars are going.
more sway with the administra"For the most part, when they
tion, something he says the group
has sorely lacked. After an unpleasraise tuition it goes to good things,
ant situation last year that resulted
but there are a lot of times that it
doesn't," said Sheils.
in the "towing" of his bike for illeShe plans to push for a compostgally parking it on a pillar outside
ofCampion Hall, Colombo said he ing facility on campus and would
saw something about the adminisadvocate ending the use of paper
tration he did not like, something products in The Bistro. Sheils is also
he hopes to change.
interested in starting a student tax
"The administration doesn't care to use in the purchasing of green
about the students," says Colombo, credit so that more of the univer"and the students need to have a sity's electricity would be beneficial
for the environment.
stronger voice."

What is the number one priority
for the ASSU president? Candidate
Kai Smith, junior political science
and history major, says it should be
to always work hard to make the
student voice known to administrators. If elected, Smith's top priority will be to add a student representative to the Board of Trustees
Finance Committee.
"Despite the fact that students
pay 88 percent of the operating
costs of this university, we are still
not allowed to sit in on meetings
where very important financial decisions are made," said Smith.
Smith currently serves as ASSU s
VP of finance and was recently
awarded the prestigious Truman
Scholarship. In addition to his academic achievements, Smith also
helped manage a state senate campaign in his home town ofPullman,
Montana.
While Smith agrees that his
leadership experience would certainly help him if elected president,
what it comes down to, he says,
is attitude.
"In the end, it really boils down
to are you assertive enough and do
you have enough stamina to go up
against the administration if they
are not acting in a way that benefits
students," said Smith.
In addition to adding a student
representative to the board, Smith
hopes to cut down textbook prices,
create an on-campus childcare program and to increase the number of
newspapers available to students.
During his time as Vice President
of Finance, Smith realized that requests for club funding far exceed
that budget, and that pressing for a
budgetary increase is necessary to
insure continued success for student
organizations.
"Our clubs do great things," said
Smith. "We need to make sure they
have the support from the university that they need."
Finally, Smith is concerned about
the class cuts made in the College
of Arts and Sciences. While the
president of ASSU does not have
the power to make those kinds of
decisions, Smith says it is the job
of the president to insure that student concerns are made known to
administrators.
"The president has to be able
to make a stand on these issues,"
he said, "and to always make
sure what's being done at Seattle
U is being done for the good of
the students."

Written by Matthew Martell.

Written by Mike Baldwin

Written by Sara Bernert.

"F" stands for fellowship,
which Andrews well demonstrated
at the ASSU election forum on
April 16, beginning his speech with
a strong handshake to his opponent
Kai Smith. "The reason I am running," said Andrews, "is that I really, truly, literally believe in every

this clcction. As students, we arc

one of you." Andrews advocated

the sole demographic on campus
that can legitimize ASSU, and
it is our hope that our coverage
ofthis year's A&SU presidential
election provides the insight
necessary to make the student
body's vote count.

during his speech for an open so-

Nicholas can be reached at
lollinin@seattleu .edu

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com

Not ready for the [.SAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-
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Isaac Ginsberg

cial to occur between ASSU and
the student body, to foster camaraderie between the club and the
Seatde U community.

"A" stands for accountability.

Natalie Sheils

Written by Emily Holt.

Kai Smith
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Arctic explorer turned environmentalist shares green message
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

protected, while also encouraging

For more than two months, he
marched across unforgiving landscape of Antarctica. He walked
through days of complete darkness
and months ofcontinual sunlight,
he watched his body become covered with sores, and all the while
he dragged behind him a sled filled
with 360 pounds ofsupplies.
He walked all the way to the
South Pole. Looking back on this
adventure, Robert Swan had this to
say: "There's one thing I'm sure of,
I'm sick of bloody walking!"
Arctic explorer, inspirational
speaker and environmentalistRobert
Swan told the story ofhis life, a life
of extreme dedication and daring,
to Seattle University students in
Wyckoff auditorium last Thursday.
The speech was part of a five year
speaking tour which will take Swan
and his team to universities around
the world.
In 1986, Swan and two fellow
explorers completed the longest
unassisted march in history by
walking 900 nautical miles across
Antarctica. They went without sled
dogs, machinery, communicational
or navigational equipment, using
only sextants and compasses to find
their way.
For 70 days they walked through
the continuous sunlight of the
world's southernmost continent and
defied all those who had doubted
them by arriving successfully at the
South Pole.
"There are those people in life
who will always doubt what they
perceive to be impossible," said
Swan. "When I told people I was
going to do this they [...] told me
I would fail, and that [...] I would
die. When I didn't,, they said the
only reason I had managed to make
it was because I am positively crazy,
just mad."
Even though Swan and his
team succeeded, and their journey
was one of extreme perseverance,
Swan says it was something of a
poindess trek.
"If anybody here can tell me what
the point is, I'd be glad to know it,"
he said to the audience. "But nevertheless, I'm proud of what we did.
We made it."
For Swan, the journey was a
dream come true. As a child, he was
fascinated by Antarctica and thefact
that it is the only place remaining on
Earth that is not owned by anyone.
After graduating from college, Swan
decided to turn his dream of visiting
Antarctica into a reality, and spent

each individual to reduce their carbon footprint.
The crew 0f2041 offered tours of
the yacht to Seattle University students on Friday. The yachts sails are
an impressive display of green engineering, made from over 20,000 recycled plastic botdes. All fabrics used
on board, from bed sheets to kitchen
towels, are made from hemp, bamboo or organic cotton and all the
light bulbs have been replaced with
LED lights.
"The tour was really cool and
very enlightening," said Colleen
Fiaschetti, sophomore fine arts
major. "It made me want to
get involved."
The 2041 team has several suggestions for helping to preserve the
environment, several ofwhich Seattle
University has already implemented.
On their Web site, the team praises
Clara Ganey
The Spectator
Seattle U for the creation of the
Environmental Advisory Council
Captain Mark Kocina, right, stands with two crew members next to Robert Swan's sailboat. In an impressive feat of green engineering, the sails of the boat are made from over 20,000 recycled plastic bottles.
in 2004 and for the steps the school
has already taken to become greener.
seven years raising the money for his
concerns and was appointed the The name is a reference to the Swan finished off his speech with
1986 expedition.
UN's Environmental Programming year 2041, in which the review of three suggestions for individuals.
the Environmental Protocol of the
"You should calculate your global
After much persuasion, he Goodwill Ambassador, with a special
the
take
Antarctic Treaty will
responsibility for educating
place.
footprint [...] vote for those that will
even got Jacques-Yves Cousteau,
rethen
travel
as
Antarctica,
renowned explorer and aquatic
Swan explained, keep the environment in mind, and
youth. Swan
began to
searcher, to be his patron.
theworld and educate young people is not owned by anyone, and the take small steps to improve your
"You have to show commitment from all cultures about not only the environmental policies currently lifestyle," he said. "Your generation
will have to deal with these proband people will take you seriously," environment, but other issues such in place are the only things keepsaid Swan ofhis years raising money. as AIDS, which he did during a yearthe
from
continent
being lems, and it is up to all ofyou to be
ing
The
it,
Voyage for leaders for the world."
"You can't just say you have to long tour ofAfrica.
mined and drilled.
show it. Ifyou promise you're going
Swan and his team are now unCleaner Energy hopes to teach as
to do something, well, you've got to
dergoing their latest tour, "2041: many people as possible about the Sara can be reached at
the Voyage for Cleaner Energy." issue so that Antarctica will remain bemerts@seattleu.edu
do it."
Although Swan's visit to
Antarctica was a successful one,
he saw something there he did not
expect: tons of garbage, left on the
shores by past research teams. Swan
was also one of the first to witness
the effects ofglobal warming, as the
atmospheric hole above the continent left him and his team members
with extreme skin damage.
"I came back to England and told
people about these things. No one
25 Class Cuts This Quarter
would listen," said Swan.
Ever since then, more than 20
More than 40 Cuts Next Year
years ago, Swan has been on a misNo. of Students Per Class |
sion to educate the world about the
environment and the dangers of

global warming.

af

In 1989, Swan and another team
ofexplorers from around the world
walked 700 nautical miles to the
North Pole, making Swan the first

man in history to have walked to
both poles.
"Actually, that makes me the first
man crazy enough to walk to both
poles," joked Swan.
Since then, Swan has spoken with world leaders about his
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German Major Eliminated Completely

Is Seattle University remaining true to its mission
in justifying these changes?

Come Join Faculty, Administration, and Students
in a school-wide forum to discuss these issues.
Feel free to openly discuss questions YOU have!

Tuesday, April 29 th 2008, at 6:30
In

Pigott Auditorium

■

Changes for this
year's Quadstock
Sara Bernert

to perform.
"That's [...] another way of
involving more students, making

have the chance

Staff Writer
Quadstock, SEAC's annual
music festival, has seen both its
attendance and student support
dwindle over the years. Where
once Quadstock attracted thousands of Seattle U students, last
year's grand total was just over
800. The time has come, SEAC
members say, to bring Quadstock
back to its former glory.
"Changes have been made to
this year's Quadstock that are going to take it to another level,"
said Renata Opoczynski, assistant
director ofStudent Activities.
The evening concert, traditionally the main event, will remain,
but this year's Quadstock, on May
17, will become what Opoczynski
calls a "fun-in-the-sun day where
the entire Seattle U community
can come together and have a
great
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the

time."

This year, the gates will open
at noon for activities in the Union
Green. Inflatable games, a dunk
tank with Seattle U celebrities—such as Tim Albert from

Housing—henna tattoos, a photo
a small student
performance stage and free car-

booth, mini golf,

nival food will

create

a carnival

atmosphere during the afternoon. Later, students can enjoy a
free barbeque.
If the additional activities aren't
enough to increase attendance,
SEAC has also decided to offer it
all for less: they have lowered the
ticket price from last year's $ 10
to just $5 and students will now

have the option for re-entry.
"We're trying to respond to
what we heard from students last
year," said Opoczynski. "They
said they wanted free food, we're
giving it to them. They said they
wanted more games, they'll get
it. They said they didn't want to
pay more than five bucks, so we
lowered the ticket price."
Another important aspect of
the day carnival will be the smaller stage, where student acts not a
part of the evening concert will

Quadstock for the students," said

John Bush, junior international
business and management major
and this year's Quadstock chair
at SEAC.
To increase awareness and excitement, Bush will be running
an advertising campaign with his
"right-hand-man," junior Mike
Alcantara, humanities and fine
arts major.
"I've been a part of SEAC for
three years and I've seen how
different Quadstock leaders approach the event," said Alcantara.
"John's vision is very refreshing.
I'm really excited for this year."
In addition to some "alternative forms" of advertising they
have planned, Bush and Alcantara
have also created a Quadstock
"street team" to get people talking
about this year's festival. Members
ofthe street team will get to know
the bands performing and "receive
all access privileges" while helping
out behind the scenes.
Bush said his main goal is to
increase the participation by student organizations and clubs.
"Quadstock is such a big
event—it's one of Seattle U's
biggest events—so I see no reason why more students and
clubs shouldn't be allowed to be
involved," said Bush.
Several clubs have already
offered their services. Hui O
Nani, Seattle U's Hawaiian culture club, has offered to help
cook the evening barbeque, and
other clubs, such as Photo Club
and Golf Club, will be running
booths and activities during
the carnival.
"We don't want people
to think 'oh, SEAC puts on
Quadstock,"' said Opoczynski.

"We want them to think: 'Seatde
U puts on Quadstock.' It's really
about including the entire campus
community coming together."

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

SU launches low-carbon campaign
Ben Watanabe
StaffWriter
Bon Appetit launched its lowcarbon lunch on Tuesday. The
lunch began an initiative to reduce the carbon "footprint" left by
the university and its faculty, staff
and students.
SafeClimate.net defines a carbon
footprint as a representation of the
effect a person or organization has
on the climate in terms of the total
amount of greenhouse gases they
produce, measured in units of carbon dioxide.
The program's organizers hope
the lunch will educate students
on how their meal choices affect
the environment.
The low-carbon diet program began after the Bon. Appetit
Foundation did a two-year study of
food systems in the United States.
"We feel it's our role and re-sponsibility to educate students
[about food sustainability]," said
Buzz Hofford, general manager for
Bon Appetit.
To illustrate how dietary choices
can affect carbon emissions, Hofford
explained the processes involved to
provide beef and dairy to consumers. First, energy is expended to
grow grain and corn to feed the
cows. Some farmers use petroleumbased fertilizers to grow the feed.

According

to

Hofford, significandy

more energy is needed to raise a cow

than the calories provided by beef
and dairy products. Another concern is the methane gas produced by
cow waste, which is 23 times more
potent than carbon dioxide.
After the cow is processed for
food products, it needs to be packaged, refrigerated and shipped to
grocery stores and distributors
for sale.
As part of the low-carbon lunch,
Bon Appetit removed beef from
Cherry Street Market menus and
will offer alternatives.
Kara Wittmer, who acted as
a student representative to Bon
Appetit and the low-carbon lunch,
also noted the lunch's link to social
justice.
"Our behaviors have an impact on the world around us," said
Wittmer. "So, how do we optimize
everyone's surroundings, and make
sure we're not harming one part of

society?"
Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
•

•
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Credits may apply to Master's Programs or

•
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Work from your computer and make a good living!
Brick and Click, USA, LLC, a US based pharmacy chain is seeking online
affiliates. We provide everything to run your own online pharmacy web site,
hassle free! We handle all order processing, prescription fulfillment and you

run your website, set your own prices and for each order, you keep 60% of
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Call center support, Free website templates, and more!

Visit www.brickandclick.net and click on Affiliates
to sign up! Alternatively, give Darroll a call at:
(313) 406-8389 for immediate service.

While the carbon footprint
problem may be daunting to students, there are some benefits.
"We're not only eating low-carbon, we're also eating more nutritionally," said Hofford, whose family now reserves hormone and antibiotic beef for special occasions.
Hofford said the average diet of
an American includes enough beef
and dairy that the carbon emissions
are equivalent to the energy required
to drive a four-door sedan.
Several Web sites calculate the
carbon emissions a person creates.
The Environmental Protection
Agency has a personal greenhouse
gas emissions calculator and lists six
other sites with calculators, including Safe Climate.net.
Karen Price, Seattle University
campus sustainability manager,
elaborated on Seattle U's efforts
to reduce its carbon footprint.
From recycling and composting to

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

Holiday Osborne-Bash, a Bon Appetit employee, serves up chicken

chow mein at the first Seattle U low-carbon lunch on Tuesday.

harvesting solar energyand replacing
campus gas-powered vehicles with

plastic cups, they exclusively use
disposable bowls, cups and plates at

electric, Price said these endeavors
and others demonstrate the university's dedication to sustainability.
"Right now, we're not living sustainably," said Price.

"This means we are overshooting the Earths biological capacity by
nearly 50 percent. To sustain present levels of consumption, we would
need 1.5 Earths."
Price offered five ways students
can reduce their carbon footprint:
drive less, eat more plant-based, unprocessed food, switch current incandescent light bulbs to condensed
fluorescent light bulbs, bring reusable bags to the grocery store and
use reusable silverware whenever

all the other locations. Hofford said
Bon Appetit spends $50,000 a year
to replace stolen and unreturned
china, making it difficult for Bon
Appetit to offer reusable china.
Wittmer said differences among
approaches are important. For example, not every student on campus
has a car, so reducing their amount
of driving would not be applicable.
Likewise, not every student eats beef
or consumes dairy products.
One of the criticisms against
buying locally and more nutritionally is the higher expense, making
it a luxury rather than a practical
reality. Instead, Wittmer said a lowcarbon diet needs to aim at where
people are, rather than a lofty goal
of completely removing certain
foods.
This was also a concern for
Hofford. He said because Americans
grew accustomed to the foods they
like being available year-round,
changing dietary behavior to reduce carbon emissions could
be difficult.
However, Wittmer said students
can still make a difference by making appropriate meal portion sizes,
purchasing local food, and reducing
packaged food consumption. She
hopes the lunch will help students
begin to form a low-carbon habit
that continues to be driven by their
own interest and programs.
"I think it's an amazing campaign," said Wittmer. "It's neat they
are tying together the commonality
of the world."

possible.
While Bon Appetit offers ceramic plates, mugs and bowls, and

Ben can be reached at
watanabl @seattleu.edu

Redefining Progress, a public
policy and economics group, says
that there are 15.71 global hectares
available per person. According to
theirWeb site, myfootprint.org, the
average carbon footprint, measured
in "global hectares," is 23.47 per
capita, 7.13 ofwhich are from food
production and consumption.

To sustain present
levels of consumption,

we would need
1.5 Earths.
Karen Price
Sustainability Manager
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Presidential race takes shape
Blogs bring democracy and
subjectivity to your fingertips
�

Young's comments reflect the opinion of
many toward blogging.
However, there are
is ofblogs on the Internet,
d blog readers who swear

by them.

James Gimpel, professor

government at

of

the University of

wrote a book entitled,
"Patchwork Nation" which takes
a political geographic approach
to understanding electoral variability among states in the U.S.
federal system. The book inspired
Dante Chini, a former correspondent for The Economist and The
Washington Post, to start a blog run
by the Christian Science Monitor
that mirrors the geographic differ-

Maryland,

Evangelical Epicenters, Tractor
Country, Immigration Nation, and
Emptying Nests and chose people
to write about the important political issues ofthe area.
Gimpel said thatthe project was
driven by

desire to get beyond an
Over-simplistic division of Red and
a

"We realize that [the project]
has its limitations. [...] We still
think it's an improvement over an
analysis at the state level. You can't

much of media coverage "strident against clear-cutting.
"Blogging has become imporBarry Mitzman, a professor of tant in creating a library ofinformastrategic communication who has tion—a living library," said Zemke.
worked for PBS and the Seattle He added that his blog can impact
Weekly, said that many people are people locally and internationally.
concerned that the popularity of
Jim Forsher, associate profesblogs has created a reduced respect sor of strategic communications,
for facts.
said that blogs have become a new
"I think there is a gradual break- form of international communidown of the idea of objectivity in cation, noting the importance of
newsgathering," Mitzman said. blogs purportedly written by family
However, Mitzman argued that members ofkey players in the early
objectivity is an ideal, which he days of the Iraq War.
thinks is neither fitting nor tradiHe added however, that because
tion in American journalism, citing bloggers can write about anything,
yellow journalism and muckraking these writers can get a "distorted
in the 19th century. Openly par- sense of their importance to society"
tisan media sources, he said, were since "whoever shouts the loudest"
is heard in the blogosphere.
also not preferable.
The nature ofblogs lies between
"Web battles can become a place
the two poles, which leads to a ofpreaching. The pulpit is now exmore fragmented nation, Mitzman tended into wherever the computer
noted, in which more than a few is," said Forsher.
large news agencies are setting the
Regardless of its positive or
national agenda.
negative effects, blogging has
Blog writers have the advantage personalized media in a new way
offollowing their own agenda with- and changed citizen's involvement
out the filter ofhaving to answer to in politics.
a higher authority.
Steve Zemke, director and Emily can be reached at
writer of the Seattle-focused blog holtel@seattleu.edu
Majority Rules,, often writes about
progressive and democratic politics,
but has recently focused his blog
on an activist campaign he has
undertaken to preserve a forest

and biased."

negative aspects.
"Some [of the bloggers are]
mer reporters. Their posts are
itastic. Others are a mix [and

I

Student body moving

towards politcahnge

J

Cover

standings

stae by

Current Democratic

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

homogeny ofideals.

Disenfranchisement

and laziness. These words are often attributed to the youth
demographic, but when it conies
to the political process apathetic
may no longer be an appropriate
description ofyouth

voters.

His sentiment was echoed by
Kelley Goetz, a political science
major and the president of the
College Republicans on campus.
"As a whole, I think most people
just feel really separated from
their government," said Goetz.
"They think they won't make
a

difference."

The current college demographic, stationed on the cusp between
Generation Y and the coming era
of Myspace mania and computer
cowardice, is notorious for its presumed apathy.
In a city as liberal as Seattle,
there tends to be a degree of a

experienced]," said Gimple.
"We didn't want [the blogs] to be
super-polished. There is something
artificial about that."
Gimpel praised the blog for
avoiding a partisan stance, calling
s

"Seattle U has an atmosphere of
liberal idealism," said Shana Yem, a
sophomore political science major
and the current ac-large representative for the Associated Students
of Seatde University. "With that I
think we're fine on open discussion
about Aristotle, social justice, everything, but because our campus
is so liberal, it kind ofplaces a taboo
on

republicanism."

There may be a liberal streak
underlying the campus community, but in the realm of politics, this overarching liberalism
stems from other factors than the
university's location.
"Barack Obama is really mobilizing the youth," said Goetz. "The
Republican Party is a party for an
older generation, and in that sense
it has a huge problem mobilizing
the youth."
Likewise, with the Jesuit tenets
promoting heightened concern
for issues like social justice and

Current Democratic delegate count
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Character flaws
at forefront of
Democratic primary
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor

Regardless

of party or candidate affiliations, most

Courtesy John McCain

Arizona senator John McCain has secured the
Republican nomination with 1,331 delegates.

environmental compassion, a liberal agenda has a tendency to find its
way into Seattle Us curriculum.
"You look at things like the
School of Americas protest," said
Yem, "and you can tell that Seattle
Us social justice policy can be really
politically charged."

Seattle U has an

atmosphere of
liberal idealism.
Shana Yem
Sophomore

Regardless of the political slant
at Seattle U,

and students have

a

tendency

to

than it is now," said Goetz.

Disinterest may not be the
pick favorites based around the issues they care most about.
only contributing factor to a
With organizations on campus
like the Triangle Club, civil rights
issues have likewise been elevated to
the forefront ofpolitical discussion
in the community today.
"Civil rights issues are huge,"
continued Prouty. "We're in a pivotal generation to look at those issues from a new perspective. Right
now we can see them, and most
of us are saying 'hmm... this isn't
quite right.'"
However, despite the potential
for active engagement with the political process at Seatde University,
many students still maintain a disinterest for the pressing issues affecting their generation.
"It's been my experience that
young people either get really involved, or they just don't care,"
said Mark Martinez, treasurer for
the College Republicans. This
division on the level of concern
among college students has had a
vast impact on the political landscape ofthe last eight years. "I truly
believe if 80 to 90 percent of our
demographic voted, the political
system would be a lot different

lack of political incentive in students today though. Busy schedules and the crossover of event
times also seem to take some of
the blame.
However, many organizations
and upcoming events are seeking to reverse the trend of apathy
and overextension of the campus
community. ASSU's "Promote
The Vote" campaign aims to get
the youth actively engaged in the
political process today by providing students with information
to enable them to vote in the
upcoming election.
"A lot ofpeople don't know how
to go about voting when they're living away at college," said Yem, "and
the information isn't nearly as available as it should be."
In an effort to assist in the voting process, Yem said there will be a
voter information and registration
booth at this year's Quadstock, one
of Seattle Us most popular community events.

these Jesuit tenets also
generalized awareness of the world today.
"A lot of people have been saying that our coming ASSU election
has been mirroring the presidential election," said Jorge Tapia, a
sophomore creative writing major,
and sophomore representative for
ASSU. "I think that comparison
Matthew can be reached at
shows that our generation lcnows
martellm@seattleu.edu
what's going on in the world today,
and is really involved."
In the spirit of Jesuit service,
this increased awareness also incites activism on campus for the
student community.
"In caucuses today, more youth
than ever before are getting involved," David Prouty, a junior
social work major and the president of Seattle University's Young
Democrats. "I think people are energized now. I think there is something exciting about the political
process, and I think the youth are
starting to realize that."
Due to the political atmosphere
The Spectator
of the U.S. today, certain issues Braden VanDragt
strike the college demographic as Kelly Goetz, junior political science major and college Republican,
for 'Support our Troops.'
_l_ being more pertinent than others, works with ASSU and Young Democrats

democratic side."
While Obama and Clinton continue to vie for the nomination,
both Albertson and Young suggest
McCain does not have a free ride

for the election.
"He's in disagreement with

a

majority of Americans in a
majority of the issues and there
are serious questions about how
knowledgeable he is about foreign
and domestic policy, but because
he's a war hero and a very likeable
guy it's awkward to criticize him,"
says Young.
Until a Democratic nominee is
chosen, McCain's political positions
won't be a matter of public debate
vast

lj

promote a more

voters seem to agree that
this presidential election is the most
unique, if not important, election
to happen in U.S. history.
But does this elections uniqueness offer the voters what they
want? Which candidate stands
a chance?
While Sen. John McCains policy stances differ from Sen. Barack
Obama and Sen. Hillary Clinton,
voters seem to be paying more attention to each candidates character flaws when deciding who they
will vote for.
"[Voters] will have a very real
choice between the Democrats and
Republicans on both foreign and
domestic policy. At the same time,
personality and character issues
often play a very prominent," says
Richard Young, Seattle U associate
professor of political science and
history. "McCain is seen as a war
hero. Obama is a consensus seeker
and wants to transcend traditional
divisions at home and abroad,
and Clinton takes pride in being
a fighter."
At this point in the race, these
differences of character might outshine the policy differences of the
candidates, which could hurt the
Democrats, who are still battling
through a primary.
"The more it becomes a matter
ofidentity politics, the more likely
Democrats are to destroy one another," adds Young.
University of Washington professor of political science Bethany
Albertson also notes that McCains
current edge stems from the mudslinging dynamic of the primaries between Sen. Obama and
Sen. Clinton.
"What's helping [McCain]
out the most right now is the fact
that he's not caught up in a primary still, that he's not Clinton or
Obama right now," says Albertson.
"He gets time to reposition himself and not be engaged in all the
negativity that's going on in the

according to Young though.

"On the Democratic side we're
seeing that the voters want change.
The Democratic candidates are
all trying to play themselves as
the agency of change," explains
Albertson. "The Clinton campaign
has the added bonus of experience
and the question has been, 'will
voters value change over experience
or vice versa?"
In the upcoming Pennsylvania
primary Clinton's approval rate
among voters stands at 56 percent compared to 40 percent for
Obama, according to a poll done
by American Research Group, Inc.
Despite the disparity, Albertson says
Clintons winning the Pennsylvania
primary will not be the end of
Democratic race.

The more it becomes

a matter of identity
politics, the more likely
Democrats are to

destroy one another.
Richard Young
Professor
Earlier in the primaries

voters

were quick to criticize both candidates for the negative accusations
thrown back and forth between
the two.
"She made a major strategic
mistake by going negative against
Sen. Obama. That's her number
one weakness. A lot of people do
not like the way she's conducted
herself; they feel she's far too opportunistic and negative," says Young.
"That was a conscious decision

made by her campaign and I think
it's backfired."
The most recent Gallup Poll
from April 3 shows that the choice
between Obama and Clinton isn't
clear-cut for voters, with Obama
barely surpassing Clinton's preference 49 to 46 percent.
As for Obama, Young says his
most obvious weakness voters will
state is lack of experience.
"He has been on the national
scene as a senator only four years.
Clinton has repeatedly said he's
untested, he's unknown. There's
no question that people who are
not going to vote for Obama
will site his lack of experience as
the number one reason for why
they won't."
Adding to the tension, McCain
has quietly gained in the polls,
almost neck and neck with the
Democratic candidates. According
to a story done by the Associated
Press on April 17, "McCain does
well with swing voters," voters are
turning to McCain because the
tactics ofObama and Clinton have
turned them off.

Between theDemocratic candidates stands a different obstacle than
the one they must both face against Jessica can be reached at
their Republican competitor.
vangilde®seattleu.edu
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Metal, modern dance inspires change

Thursday, April 24

Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor

Socratic, Say No More
7:30 p.m.
El Corazon, $10
Friday, April 25
Omni album release
8:30 p.m.
Studio 7, $12

Floater, Counterfist
8 p.m.
Showbox, $15

Saturday, April 26
As I Lay Dying, August
Burns Red
7 p.m.

Showbox, $20
Sunday, April 27

Exposure Music Festival
12 p.m.
El Corazon, $12

Tuesday, April 29
Geologic, Kiwi
8 p.m.
Chop Suey,
Sons & Daughters,
Bodies Of Water
8 p.m.

Neumo's, $10, 21+

The moment of silence given
Friday night did not prepare anyone in the audience for what was
about to happen.
It may have been the first metal
concert to give away free earplugs
with the purchase ofa ticket as well,
but Metal Makes Change—a benefit concert held to raise money for
the families and youth ofLesotho,
Africa struggling with the HIV/
AIDS epidemic—was no ordinary

fundraising

event.

"Oh my God. I just really had
no idea 0f...w0w, it was interesting and I especially liked the dance.
For a first shot, I was pretty proud,"
said Sister Cathy Beckley of The
Sisters of the Holy Names after
the concert.
Sister Beckley, one of the coordinators of the event may have
been surprised by the events
of the night, but the concert
drew a crowd almost filling the
Pigott Auditorium.
The integration of metal music,
modern dance and a theatrical telling of the story of Jonah led to a
tangible intensity among the audience. Throughout the night a local
band covered Mastadon's music
from their album "Leviathan," inspired by the novel "Moby Dick,"
accompanied by dancers from Los

Angeles

to

Seattle.

Lead singer of the band began
the show with a theatrical narration of the biblical story of Jonah
followed by the band's first song
"Blood & Thunder."
But that was merely a warmup performance compared to the
heaviness of the music and the
force of some of the later dance
performances. During the song

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

"Metal Makes Change" featured a Mastadon coverband to fundraise for HIV/AIDS prevention in Africa.
"Seabeast" one of the dancers enters on stage with a blown up killer
whale, drawing a few chuckles from
the crowd, but any laughter quickly
subsided as the song began.
The dancer struggled with the
whale, fighting it, controlling it
and sometimes trying to escape the
"monster," as she gracefully swept
across the stage.
"It was pretty amazing and very
unique. I didn't really know what
to expect, but I knew the band,"
said Chris Saul, senior social work
major. "Heavy metal and modern
dance...an interesting mix."
The surprises didn't end there
though. During the song "Iron
Tusk" tap dancer Graham Stockdale
moved in sync with the thumping
of the music. No matter how fast
the music became his feet did not
miss a beat.
The combination of all these

different genres increased the intensity of the performance, but the
union of the art forms was meant
to convey a difficult message to
the audience.
"It was fun, worth my time and
a worthy cause," said Saul.
The event stemmed from
the Sisters of the Holy Names
Community, who decided they
needed to help their fellow Sisters
in Lesotho.

Lesotho has the third highest
for HIV/AIDS in the world,
which has an estimated 97,000 or-

rate

phaned children.
Before the music started Terri
Clark, professor of nursing, put
the numbers in real terms for
the audience.
"If we were in Lesotho and
I counted off, every one of three
or four of you would have HIV/
AIDS," said Clark.

The Sisters of the Holy Names
connected with Magis: Alumni
Committed for Mission andFACE
AIDS to present the metal music
concert fundraiser. The idea started as a change drive and turned
into a surprising and entertaining
theatrical night.
"It's a wonderful eclectic mix of
things, but everyone has one thing
in common: they all care about people," said Adrianna Carr, a member
of the Holy Names Foundation.
"What I've noticed, not being a
part of the SU community, is that
everyone wants to be a part of helping make this successful. They're already talking about next year."
For more photos from Metal for Change
check out the back page.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

Local musician finds success as jack of all trades
Danica Stamenic
Volunteer Writer

Jonathan Kochmer wears many
hats in the local music scene. Front
man of two local bands as well as
a

groundbreaking businessman,

Kochmer has worked on projects
ranging from the development
of the Genome Mapping Library
Project to composing complex and
unique pieces of music. Yet, for a
man of many talents, Kochmer is
entirely unassuming: he is friendly,
quick to laugh, and infectiously
earnest.

Kochmer was born in Bern,
Switzerland, but returned to the
United States with his parents at
the age of four. In his early teens,
the fledgling musician picked up
many diverse instruments, and even
became interested in the unique
sounds ofelectronic music. Upon
receiving a full-ride scholarship to
Yale, Kochmer focused his doctoral
studies in Evolutional Biology. He
then also began working on the
Genome Mapping Library project.

Kochmer moved to Seattle in
1989, with the hopes of pursuing a career as a musician. Soon
afterwards, he was introduced to
Sarah Scott—the sultry singer
with whom he would embark on
a musical partnership and close,

enduring friendship.
"It was destiny," says Scott of
their meeting. At the time, she was
back up singer in an R&B band.
Kochmer and Scott started making music almost immediately, but
the duet struggled to make ends
meet. At one point, while working
for the University of Washington,
Kochmer's only home was his car.
All that changed in 1996, when
Kochmer accepted a job offer at a
small internet company. His paycheck was small and his work hours
grueling. But Kochmer stuck to it,
and became the mastermind behind the company's complex search
engine.
His hard work eventually paid off: the company was
Amazon.com.
After the success of Amazon.
a

com, Kochmer

returned to his first
love: music. Scott and Kochmer
returned to their musical project,
which would become Two Loons
For Tea.

While Kochmer keeps
up his day job, he
finds his greatest

release in songwriting.
"We're the two core members. It
really is a sort of tea party: I'm the

mad hatter, Sarah's Alice, and hopefully we'll make it to Wonderland."
Two Loons for Tea uses a fusion
of influences. The band's newest album, "Nine Lucid Dreams," moves
in ranges from the dark sensuality
and indie melodies of such songs
as "Sunset Room" to the jazzy excitement of "Dixie It Up!" and
Spanish-inspired "Consuela," where
the vocals could even be compared

to

those of Frank Black

on

some

mellower Pixies numbers. With an
evolving set of members and guest
musicians, the band says they do not
want to tie

themselves down to one

particular sound, but rather simply
"let things unfold."
Kochmer is also involved in a
experimental music project,
called Sinister Kitchen. Sinister
Kitchen is an electronic, post-rock
project that has been compared
to the likes of Aphex Twin, and is
at times reminiscent ofAutechre.
Using recorded sounds from machines, toys and people around
the globe, Sinister Kitchen creates
the kind of surreal, and oftentimes
disturbing, musical deconstruction
that electronic snobs love to say
they love.
As if he wasn't busy enough,
Kochmer co-founded Sarathan
Records in 2000. The label describes
themselves as both "sweet" and "eclectic," and includes Grammy nominee
Abra Moore, a "genre-bending"
project from members of the Black
Eyed Peas called Airpushers, as well
more

up-and-coming indie musicians,
like The Purrs. Jonathan says nurturing the success of a small label
isn't easy: he processes around 600
e-mails and 30 to 50 phone calls a
day, and usually doesn't get to bed
until around 3 a.m.
When asked how he made the
leap from computer science back
to music, Jonathan says he thinks
the two realms aren't really all
that different.
"It's an arbitrary distinction reinforced by curriculum and a sort of
'culture wars,"' he said. "I love things
that require a lot of attention to detail...especially when we record, I
spend a huge amount of effort on
tiny little details."
While Kochmer keeps up his
day job, he finds his greatest release
in songwriting.
"For me, that's as close to meditation and shutting down my analytical side as I ever get.. .it is a very
Zen place for me."
as

Danica can be reached at
stamenic@seattleu.edu
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Exhibit embraces art's grey areas Hugo hosts quality
poetry, cheap wine
ofvent
Waiter
distance is a compelling expression
of early technology gone awry. Using
his computer to sequence the photos
into a non-thematic order, Adair has
managed to create 108 feet worth of
"photography" that appears almost
a

completely homogenous.
"It's very Art Nouveau," said
Katrina Herzog, a sophomore photography major at Seattle University

■

about the piece. From a technical
perspective its "Art Nouveau" influence is undeniable, but Adair rebels
against the traditional repetition-

makes-masterpiece stylings ofAndy
Joey Anchondo

The Spectator

John Adair used a Gameboy Camera over 8 years to create the 774
photo exhibit, "Two Bit Shadows" showing at Wall of Sound.
Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
Sometimes the gimmick is the
artists best tool. Such is the case with
the new exhibit "Two Bit Shadows,"
on display at Wall OfSound through
the end of May. "Two Bit Shadows"
is a sprawling photo mural created
by John Adair, a self-described "toy
camera connoisseur." Using the
Gameboy Camera, a peripheral for
the original Nintendo Gameboy,
Adair has spent the last 8 years ofhis
life documenting the beauty of everyday existence. Comprised of 774
4 inch by 5 inch photos, "Two Bit
Shadows" is 18 feet wide and 6 feet
tall, and is truly a sight to behold.
"I've long been on a quest to
find the worst camera ever made,"
said Adair, "As far as I know, the
Gameboy Camera is the worst camera ever made."
The photo mural is displayed
with a pallet consisting of only four
"colors:" white, black, light grey and
dark grey. The photos are so blurred
and obscured by the camera's lowquality that they almost look surreal
and unbelievable.
The Gameboy Camera shoots
at a whopping .009 megapixels,
and given that most low-quality

cellphone cameras shoot at least 1.0
megapixels, one can only imagine
justhow grainy and distorted Adair's
shots are.
Likewise, since the Gameboy
Camera was born in a time when
even video games were analog affairs, the photos can only be manufactured using its peripheral twin
the Gameboy Printer. The Gameboy
Printer prints images on 1 inch by
1 inch squares of thermal paper, a
medium which decays over time.
This evanescent quality is what drew
Adair to experiment with the camera
and construct his mural.
Scanning the photos onto his
computer, Adair actually touched up
the photos to add black and white
coloring. Printing out snapshots for
onlookers at the exhibit's opening,
Adair showed just how painfully
incoherent the original prints must
have been. With a spectrum limited
to two hues of grey, the Gameboy
Printer printed photos resembling
television static more than than they
do their subject matter.
"It's so reductive that it kind of
adds a bit ofculture you can't see in
normal photos," said Adair.
As baffling and dull as each of
the mural's individual panels might
look up close, the whole piece from

Warhol and company, offering his
piece to the world as a monument
to curiosity. Each of the prints that
comprise the mural is available for
sale at Wall Of Sound, and each sale
merits a change in the appearance
of"Shadows."
As prints are sold to their respective buyers, they are removed from
the stores white wall, thus adding

further

contrast to

the full-view of

the mural and giving it a checkered,
pop-art feel. Likewise, its gradual deconstruction as the prints are bartered off mirrors the decay ofeach of
the photos' original medium.
Given the surprisingly loaded
implications behind such a piece,
reactions to "Two Bit Shadows" are
sure to very from person to person.
"I think it's wonderful," said Bill
Harding, who attended the exhibit's opening. "The pictures are very
unique... very quirky."
If nothing else, the piece is a
unique depiction of what the world
might look like if things were all
truly depicted in black and white.
"It's pretty amazing that so
many interesting images can come
from only four colors," said Katie

Talupsmith.
"Two Bit Shadows" is an optical daydream, equal parts intriguing, entertaining and awkward, and
is definitely worth being viewed
by anyone.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

Writer's Life: Literary friends
Sharon Cumberland
VolunteerWriter

I'm going to make one of
those flat-out assertions that provoke arguments because they're
so opinionated: You can't be a
solo writer. The myth of the tormented, lonely writer is bu11...
(excuse me) nonsense.
There isn't a writer in history
that worked in complete isolation,
whose writing didn't improve by
sharing with others. Yeah, yeah.. .1
can hear you saying "But what
about Emily Dickinson? J.D.
Salinger?" OK—but they're the exceptions that prove the rule. If you
want to be tormented and lonely,
that's your business. But it won't
make you a better writer. You need
literary friends to become a better
writer—whether you're writing a
scholarly paper, thesis, poem or
novel. Why? For the same reason
you can't see your own face: you
need a mirror to see yourself and a
writing buddy to reflect your work
back to you.

There are two kinds of literary
friends, and both are helpful: peers
and experts.
Your most accessible expert
literary friend is your professor.
Being a typical student, you probably allow your professors to languish through lonely office hours
without you. But if you smarten
up you'll turn to your professors
for the expert advice all that pricey
tuition is paying for. And speaking
of tuition benefits, there's a gang of
experts at the Writing Center just
waiting for you to show up. Find
a student counselor who's on the
same wavelength, someone whose
comments actually help you think
about your writing in new ways—
and make that person your writing buddy. Professors and Writing
Center counselors aren't peers because they don't come to you for
advice on their writing —but the
point is to improve, right?
Finding peers as writing buddies is trickier. You need people
who are as good as you or somewhat better to meet with regularly.

Notice that you are not to meet
with people who are rank beginners, who might benefit from your
knowledge, but who can't do anything for you except make you feel
good by being grateful. Be realistic
about your own level and the level
of others. You won't get better by

being benevolent.
So how do you find people at
your level? 1) Take a writing class or
a class in your area of interest and
pay close attention to your fellow
students. Approach the one or two
who are as good as you or somewhat better and ask them if they
want to meet over coffee and talk
about forming a group. This works
for people who are writing dissertations, poems, treatises on binomial
theorems, or sci-fi epics—but you
need people working in your genre.
Don't expect poets to critique your
biology paper, or vice-versa. 2) Put
an ad in Craig's List stating your
goals and offering to meet at the local Starbucks. This has worked for
many of my former students who
end up in remote towns in Alaska

Kelly Glenn
Volunteer

When Brian McGuigan arrived
in Seattle several years ago, he no-

ticed that something was drastically wrong with the Seatde literary scene. Though there was no
lack of poetry readings, he didn't
feel welcomed by the groups of
people who attended.

"No one knew us; no one
to know us," he said,
adding, "It was too uptight, too
cliquey."
That's when McGuigan, who
grew up in New York, started the
"Cheap Wine and Poetry" three
years ago with his friend Steve
Barker and his then-girlfriend
Jaime Page, now his wife. It was
created to fill a void of relaxed,
inexpensive poetry readings in
Seattle where people could enjoy
themselves while celebrating die
art of poetry. McGuigan is now
the curator ofthe event.
"Cheap Wine and Poetry" will
continue its tradition ofcoupling
genuine local poetry with cheap
drinks by hosting another event
this Thursday at the Hugo House.
CWAP, a semi-regular poetry
reading event, celebrates local literary art while serving $1 glasses
wanted

of wine.
To include as many people as
possible, admission is free and the
event is open to all ages, although
ID is necessary to buy wine.
The event usually includes
four featured readers followed by
an open mic time.
Featured readers at the event
read more than poetry- from short
stories to personal essays, and even

e15803
in celebration of National
Poetry Month. With $1 glasses
wine flowing all night, McGuigan
notes, the open mic time can be
interesting.
"There's no telling what will
happen," he laughed.
LeAnne Laux-Bachand is a
writer and a fan of CWAP who
has read her works at the series
before. Last year, she and fellow writer Felicia Gonzalez had
a rock, paper, scissors match on
the stage to determine who was
the greatest fan. She explained
what she likes about the poets at
the event.

"People are always addressing
big subjects like race, sexuality,
and politics in interesting and
personal ways," she said in an
email response.
Scott Ezell, a poet and musician who sometimes reads during
the open mic part of the evening,
explains that CWAP is different from other literary events
around Seattle.
"Many more formal reading
events can be a bit clinical—the
audience files in, hears the work,
and files out. CWP is an interactive event on social, personal
and literary levels," he said in an
email interview.
McGuigan emphasized the
event attracts a diverse audience.
He says he has seen high school
and college students, as well as
artists, professionals, "hipsters,"
"yuppies," and even a group
ofknitters.
"It services everybody from
teens to old folks," he said

ofCWAC.

The next event is scheduled
for Thursday, April 24, at 7 p.m.
monologue performances.
Cody Walker, a professor Guests are encouraged to dress up
of English at the University of as their favorite writer, and the top
Washington, will be reading for two costumes will win prizes.
the first time at the series on
"I hope everybody comes,"
Thursday, along with Roberto McGuigan said. "They will have
Ascalon, Elizabeth Austen, and a good time; I promise."
Rebecca Loudon.
Hugo House is located at
1634 11th Ave., across the
"They're among the best performers in Seattle—definitely street from Cal Anderson Park.
worth checking out," he said.
For more information, visit
Though featured writers are cheapwineandpoetry.com
usually welcome to share any type
of literary art that they'd like, the Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu
next event will be a "poetry-only"

and despaired offindbuddies.
Craig's List is
ing writing
just a way of networking—if you
have sports teams, church groups
or other activities where you meet
people, mention that you're a writer
and be amazed at how many people
confess that they're writers, too.
I know your next question: how
do you form the group? What if
you form it then don't like it? What
if three people are great and one is
a burden? How do you get rid of
the burden? I'll talk about this in
a later column, but in the meantime, fear not, much is revealed on
the Internet. If you're interested
in course-based writing groups,
the University of North Carolina
has a good site at unc.edu/depts/
wcweb/handouts/WritingGroups/
or Montana

coursebased.html. If you're interested in CW groups, there are many
advice links—a good general one
can be found at ezinearticles.com.
You can also TALK TO YOUR
PROFESSORS! They may have
a lot to offer on finding literary
friends, since they all have them.
The big point is: don't write
alone. Share your work with
people whose judgment you
can come to trust who are
(memorize this) as good as you or
somewhat better.
Comments? Questions? Suggestions?
Dr. Sharon Cumberland can be reached
at slc@seattleu.edu

Sharon can be rached at
slc@seattleu.edu
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Basketball game benefits Make-A-Wish

Thursday, April 24
Softball at Montana State
Billings
3:00 p.m./5:00 p.m.
Billings, Mont.

Seattle Mariners vs.
Baltimore
7:10 p.m.
Safeco Field
Friday, April 25

Softball at Montana State
Billings
1:00 p.m.
Billings, Mont.

Track and Held at the
IWilight Outdoor Meet
3:00 p.m.
Bellingham, Wash.
Seattle Mariners vs.
Oakland
7:10 p.m.
Safeco Field
Sunday, April 27

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Aparticipant in the Student-athlete vs. Faculty/Staff basketball game
looks for an open player. The event hoped to raise $2000.
J.J. Mulligan
Volunteer Writer

Softball vs. Central
Washington
12:00 p.m./2:00 p.m.
Logan Held

How do you steal the spotlight
in a basketball game that has a Pooh

Bear referee,

one

overtime and

shoot-outs?
When you've survived kidney

two

Tuesday, April 29

Softball vs. Western
Washington
3:00 p.m./ 5:00 p.m.
Bellingham, Wash.

that's how.
In a speech given during halftime of the Third Annual Make-AWish Foundation Student-Athlete
vs. Faculty/Staff basketball by her
father John, a Seattle University
alumni, 15-year-old Erin shared
her experiences with life-threatening
cancer. She has now been cancer
cancer twice,

free for eight years.
Besides surviving cancer, Erin
has also had a wish granted by the
Make-A-Wish foundation, a trip to
Disney World.
"Events like this make it possible for families like us to have
wishes granted," said John during
his speech.

The Northwest chapter of the
Make-A-Wish foundation, which
encompasses Alaska, Montana,
Washington and northern Idaho,
partnered with SAAC, or Student
Athlete Advisory Committee, to
make this third annual "Tipoff
Classic" possible.

Josie Christiansen, a senior liberal studies major and middle for
the volleyball team, took charge
of organizing much of the event.
Christiansen is a SAAC member
and has been involved with the
Make-A-Wish game since it began
during her sophomore year.
"This organization actually
makes litde kid's dreams come true
and that's something I really enjoy
being a part of," said Christiansen.
The goal ofTuesday night's game
was to reach $2,000 in donations, all
of which goes direcdy to the MakeA-Wish foundation.
The $2,000 was coupled with
the earnings of the Penny Wars that
have been going on in theresidence
halls, adding more than $800 dollars to the pot. The fifth floor in
Bellarmine led the way with $229
dollars in pennies. They will be rewarded with an ice cream social on
a date of their choice.
The $2,000 goal surpassed the
money raised the last two years.
Last year, $1,800 in donations was
received, while the first year drew
in

$1,500.
Despite the rigorous efforts of

Christiansen and other SAAC members to reach their goal, the game
wasn't all work and no play.
Before the game and other activities even started, there was already
an atmosphere of fun in the air.
Shaun Burl, junior sociology major and point guard for the men's
basketball team, reprised his role as a
referee in a Pooh Bear costume from
last year.
"This game not only brings our
athletic community together, but
it's for an important cause and it's
a good time," said Burl.
Along with Burl, the halftime
festivities and other activities were
also lighthearted and fun. With a

balloon popping contest, finding
gum in a pie contest and a dance
performance by the women's volleyball team, the activities very nearly
overshadowed the game itself.
But the game also had its fair
share of excitement.
With a two-game winning streak
on the line for the student team,
the faculty team came out strong
and dominated the first half. The
student team wasn't done fighting
though. They came back and took
their first lead with eight minutes
left in the game.
The game was far from over at
the point. With two seconds left,
Luis Gomez from the men's soccer
team barely missed a half court shot
to win the game.
After a two-minute overtime
failed to yield a winning team, it was
decided that the coaches from each
team, ASSU president Aaron Yoon
for the student team and Executive
Vice President Tim Leary for the
faculty team, would have a free
throw shooting contest.
However, even this contest
couldn't decide a winner, as each
coach made three out of five
free throws.
Finally, a free throw contest between the players yielded a winner.
Brandi Gordon, an assistant softball
coach, swished through the winning
free throw, to an uproarious cheer
from the crowd.
Through all the action and
excitement of the festivities and
games, the true meaning of the
event was not lost on the crowd and

participants.
"Its all about the kids," was
the message reiterated throughout
the night.

J.J. can be reached at
mulligan@seattleu.edu

Health and Fitness: Sexual awareness at Seattle U
Sara Bernert
StaffWriter
When it comes to making
healthy sexual choices, students at
Seattle U seem to be lacking some
common sense and basic education. The National College Health
Assessment survey conducted
at Seattle University last year by
Wellness and Health Promotions
revealed that while 74 percent of
students are sexually active, only
43 percent use condoms to prevent pregnancy and the spread

ofSTDs.
"This basically tells us that our
students are not protecting themselves," says Debora Hinchey,
director of Wellness and Health
Promotion. "People really just need
a basic education."
This week, Housing and Resident
Life, along with the PHAT team,
is hosting their Sexual Evolution
program. While these events will
cover various intercourse issues,

some questions may remain.
"There's a bigger component

sexual education that is often
ignored," says Hinchey. "It's not
so much about 'are you doing it
and are you being safe?' as it is
understanding what sex means to
you, why you make the decisions
you make, and how you reconcile
to

those decisions with your values
and beliefs."
Spiritual beliefs can greatly affect a person's feelings and decisions
around sex. All religions have a
different view on the matter, but
many, including Christianity, teach
that a person should remain abstinent until married. Religious leaders can provide insight, support and
answers to questions, and a valuable resource for that is Seattle U's
Campus Ministry.
Kathy Collins, co-interim director for Campus Ministry and
pastoral minister for weddings,
understands the difficulties that issues of sexuality present.
"Oftentimes, biology overcomes
rationality and people don't stop
and ask each other why they are doing it or what it means," she says.

"It's really something that people
need to seriously talk about and
think about."

While Collins personally believes that sexuality is

an extraor-

dinary gift from God which allows
for the creation of new life, she
acknowledges that not everyone
shares this idea. Even so, she says,
sexuality has the power to deeply
connect people, and that is a connection which does not fade.
"That connection is something
that will never truly go away, and it
takes away a part of your freedom.
If you decide to enter into another
relationship, that connection still
remains," she says.
"There are so many unhealthy
relationships where people are
using each other physically, and
that leaves a lot of scars and a lot
of ghosts in your closet when you
move on to another relationship."
Religious tradition also greatly
factors into condom use, or lack
thereof. Seattle University does
not allow for the distribution
of condoms on campus because

doing so would directly contradict their identity as a Jesuit,
Catholic institution.
While student organizations,
such as the Triangle Club, have lobbied to change this policy, many,
like Hinchey, remain skeptical of
schools that do provide condoms.
"Schools that hand out condoms
say it's great because students don't
have to feel embarrassed at the
store, but if a student is too embarrassed to buy condoms in public,
are they really mature enough to be
having sex?" asks Hinchey. "What
good does that do? It doesn't teach
life skills; what's going to happen
when that student graduates?"
Additionally, Hinchey stated
that she has simply not seen supporting research which shows that
handing out condoms on campuses
actually increases condom use.
While condoms remain unavailable on campus, students can buy
them at drug and grocery stores.
Additionally, many nearby locations
such as Lifelong AIDS Alliance and
Planned Parenthood offer themfor

free. Planned Parenthood also offers several varieties ofbirth control
and medical exams.
The Student Health Center
also provides annual exams as
well as STD and pregnancy testing. Counseling and Psychological
Services can assist with the emotional and psychological side of
sex, from dealing with sexual
abuse, sexual identity and orientation and simply figuring out how
you feel about it. They also offer

couples counseling.
Regardless of what a student
decides to do, both Hinchey and
Collins agree that sex is much more
than a physical act and, accordingly,
the effects it can have on a person
are more than physical.
"It's simply important that a
student is taking care of themselves," says Collins. "They need
to stop and think about what they
are doing, and decide if it is truly a
healthy decision."

Sara can be rached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu
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Alum potentially going pro, has bat speed of 110 mph
have trained at ABI and signed professional contracts.
Though Nix was impressed with
Shekeryk originally, he did not
grasp Shekeryk's full athleticism
until further tests were run.

High School.
"In high school, I always modeled crazy amounts of power," said
Shekeryk. "I was very undisciplined. I was looked at by some pro
teams, but I blew those chances.
Everything you're not supposed to
do I did. I swung at pitches over my

The kind of power he

head, everything."
Shekeryk decided to hang up his

has is unheard of.

glove and cleats after high school

Courtesy Kevin

Roach

'07 alum Nick Shekeryk holds an aluminum bat he broke on a pitch
during a game last year. He is being being scouted by the Phillies.
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
Nick Shekeryk graduated last
year from Seattle University with a
degree in English and creative writing. He is currently enrolled in a
one-year journalism masters course
at Syracuse University. And he also
happens to be six feet six inches tall,
300 pounds and can hit a baseball
harder than Boston Red Sox slugger
David Ortiz.
Those last statistics are what
Major League Baseball scouts are
excited about as Shekeryk prepares to enter the MLB Draft
June 7 and 8.
"The Phillies have evaluated
me twice," said Shekeryk. "They'll
probably pick me up close to the
last round. I'd say there's a 95 percent chance they'll pick me up."
According to Shekeryk, the

%

reason he is not being chosen in a
higher round is because ofhis lack
of collegiate experience.
"I've only played club team
baseball," said Shekeryk. "I haven't
played varsity ball. That's why I'm

going late."

Shekeryk was one of the
founding members of the Seattle
University Baseball Club. Playing
for the team his junior and senior
years, Shekeryk was a major reason
for the club's success in 2007. The
Seattle University Baseball Club
was the Northern Pacific West
Conference Champions last year.
Currendy, Shekeryk plays club
baseball for Syracuse University
as he works on his masters degree. However, Shekeryk's baseball
experience has not always been
this successful.
His first shot at the majors came
during his senior year at Inglemoor

Redhawks crush
Crusaders 9-2,10-1

Joey Anchondo

'

The Spectator

The Redhawks swept the Crusaders on Thursday. With the wins
they regained first place in the GNAC standings.

and attended Seattle University because of its reputation as a vigorous academic institution. However,
his fanaticism about baseball and
his yearning to play in the majors continued throughout his
college years.
The summer after he graduated
from Seattle U, Shekeryk attended
an open try-out for the Seattle
Mariners in Everett. Though no one
representing the Mariners spoke to
him, Shekeryk was approached by
the owner of theAmerican Baseball
Institute, Neiman Nix.
"He could hit the ball 500 feet,"
said Nix, explaining his immediate
interest in Shekeryk. The next day,
Shekeryk began training with Nix
at the ABI.
A former major league pitcher,
Nix moved to the Seattle area from
Florida two years ago and opened
the American Baseball Institute
shortly thereafter. The institute,
located in Woodinville, is a hightech facility designed to improve
the mechanics of prospective collegiate and major league players.
There are currently six players who

af

Neiman Nix
American Baseball Institue

"Shekeryk has a real good shot at
playing pro," said Nix. "He's got a
bat speed ofabout 110 mph. David
Ortiz would be around 104 mph.
He's got a ball exit speed of 103
mph, which is the most amount of
power we've ever heard of."
Nix was more and more impressed with Shekeryk the more he
trained at ABI, and began letting
major league scouts know about
Shekeryk's talent.
"The kind of power he has is
unheard of," said Nix. "His athleticism is second to none. He runs
a major league average in the 60
yard dash and he's the size ofa linebacker. He's a great young man and
he deserves a shot at the pros."
Shekeryk offers more to the
team than pure athleticism. Nick
Blanchard, senior finance major
and shortstop on the baseball team,
played with Shekeryk last year.
"The type of person he is keeps

everyone loose," said Blanchard.
"He's a great guy to have on the
team. He's got the talent and
the ability to do it, and he'll
have fun."
However, Blanchard feels that
some aspects of Shekeryk's game
can still be improved upon.
"Ifhe gets a hold of pitch it's going out of the park," said Blanchard.
"He could probably work on choosing the right pitch to swing at."
If Shekeryk is chosen in the
draft it might have negative consequences for his education. The
journalism program he is enrolled in at Syracuse requires an
internship at a local newspaper
during the summer in order to
graduate. However, if Shekeryk is
drafted he will spend the summer
training with the team that picks
him up.
"The dean said he will excuse
me," said Shekeryk, "because
Syracuse hasn't had a baseball
player drafted from the school since
like 1961."
Due to the fact Shekeryk has
not played varsity college ball, he
will most likely start playing rookie
ball before moving up into the farm
system. However, that has not been
a deterrent.
"I know because of my age my
time is limited," said Shekeryk. "I
want to improve myself and get to
the majors in three or four years."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
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editorial
In years past, The Spectator editorial board has endorsed an ASSU presidential candidate. We base our
decision upon the candidate's accessibility and assertiveness across campus, along with their proactive visibility and commitment to improving student life at
Seattle University.
This year, however, we are not endorsing a candidate. We believe at The Spectator that there is not
enough information available to pick the best person
for the position. None of the ASSU candidates have
offered concise opinions about what they feel needs
to change within the student body next year, nor have
they offered any active suggestions on what they want
to change. All posters, banners and advertisements for
the respective candidates give little more information
than their name and picture—their ideas for campus
improvements are weak, if not completely absent.
The fact that all the candidates for this year's presidential spot are ASSU members who have worked to-

gether in the past displays the almost complete lack
of cohesiveness and team effort that has log-jammed
ASSU this year. Sophomores applying for president,
instead of waiting another year, as is the precedent,
displays a lack of trust between members.
It is especially imperative for next year's ASSU president to help form a more solid student body identity
and a more communicative campus that actively involves diverse groups of students in its dialogue. That
should have been a critical platform in this year's election, especially in the footsteps of current student body
president Aaron Yoon, whose commitment has seemed
lackluster this year.
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Center last week. It's disheartening to think that next
year's student body president might be elected by their
Facebook friends or poster visibility alone, not through
an engagement in student dialogue. Elected officials
need to prove they are the best person for the position
based on performance, organizational skills
and accessibility.
The Seattle University student population is scattered
enough as it is—while many students live on campus,
just as many others commute or live in the surrounding neighborhoods. The ASSU president should aspire
to integrate these varying demographics. Given the
substantial growth changes within the university and
the reaffirmed desire among all aspects of the university for a louder student voice, ASSU should take the
initiative to create a more united student body and a
more effective outlet for student concerns.
The next ASSU president will face several challenges.
Beyond the normal duties of president, they face the
task of reviving the relevance of the position and of
ASSU. One week of posters and Facebook advertisements should not be the only time the student body
is confronted by ASSU over the next year.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, Sean Towey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, Braden VanDragt
and Joshua Lynch. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

Sophomores living on-campus a non-issue'
Sean Towey
Opinion Editor

Matthew Martell

Staff Writer

Low student participation and general mismanagement have challenged the relevancy of ASSU to the
greater campus community. However, ASSU has had
plenty of time to reevaluate and change their strategies—the group has been "under construction" for
the last few years. This ASSU presidential election
should have been the culmination of hard campaigning and discussions throughout the school year, not
just a rush to hang up large banners in the Student

The blooming trees and schizophrenic weather can mean only
one thing: spring quarter at Seattle
University is well under way.
Besides constantly checking the
weather channel to see if it's safe to
study outside, students must also
consider where they plan to live
next year.
For the vast majority of freshmen, the most difficult part of the
decision is choosing a friend they
feel comfortable sharing a cardboard box with for nine months.
But for a small, brave minority of
the class of 2011, the decision will
be marked by subterfuge, affordability and prayer as they dare to
live off-campus a year early.
As everyone knows within
minutes of their inaugural visit to
Seattle University, both freshmen
and sophomores are required to live
in the residence halls, mostly for
reasons of personal safety. Parents
can rest assured their children are
tucked safely away from the rough
streets ofCapitol Hill, but still have

enough personal space to grow and
engage in new experiences and the
administration knows that they will
not have any empty rooms in their
residence halls.

Only the fearful

sophomores
unwilling to take a
risk are required to
live on-campus.
What

most parents

and fresh-

do not realize, until later, is
how poorly enforced and conceived
that rule is. Forcing second-year
men

students

to

live on-campus ex-

asperates the lack of facilities the

school faces each year. However,
those same crowds and confusion
allow some sophomores to sneak
off-campus without the university
knowing any better.
During this time ofyear, rumors
abound about how to live off-

campus as a sophomore. Theories
about doctor's notes, moving in
with fake relatives that happen to
live two or three blocks from campus and simply not filling out any
housing forms at all are all passed
down from one class to the next.
With each example ofa sophomore

living off-campus the university's
main deterrent, being charged for
a year's worth of room and board
despite living off-campus, seems
like less and less of a risk.
Yet, even the most ingenious efforts offer only a thin veil ofsecrecy.
It would probably take someone
in Residence Life about 20 minutes to compile a list of names of
sophomore students illegally living
off-campus. But, no one ever does
because no one really cares. As long
as there are enough students living
on-campus to ensure that the residence halls remain profitable, the
university has no reason to waste
valuable resources hunting down
students who had the tenacity to
buck the system. And even if they
did, where would the offending
students move to if they returned
to campus? Custodial closets?

With rising enrollment numbers and the university evicting law
school students from the Murphy's,
there is little doubt that rooms in
allof the halls will fill each fall. The
administration needs to realize this
is a non-issue and one not worthy
ofcausing the amount ofconfusion
that it does.
Either the university needs to
spend the resources to build enough
on-campus housing to comfortably
provide for all of the freshmen and
sophomores and legitimately enforce the rule, or it needs to stop
telling parents that sophomores are
required to live on-campus. What
they should tell parents is that only
the fearful sophomores unwilling
to take a risk are required to live
on-campus.
The point is that the administration does not care about whether
or not sophomores live on campus.
The administration cares about the
residence halls remaining financially viable. And like I said before, it's
a non-issue.

Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Sean Towey at toweys@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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Put kiddie corral at the back Underaged freedom

Jessica Ishmael
Staff Photographer

As far as I can remember there
have been shows. Not only have
there been shows, but also I have
attended shows. The bulk of my
life has been spent reveling in the
live music scene.
When 1 was seven, my favorite band came to town. Using my
seven-year-old charm, I convinced
my mother to secure tickets to the
New Kids on the Block show. Oh
yeah, Jordan's dance moves were
going to be so sweet in person, I
never thought I would be able to
wait the two months for the show.
I planned my most amazing florescent outfit to rock all my New Kids
rip off dance moves in. The show
was amazing; despite the rain and
the terrible headache I obtained by
the end. I was hooked.
Live music is so much more intense than listening to it on tapes.
You see, back in the '80s CDs did
not exist. You had to listen to the
whole tape to hear your track, unless you wanted the painstaking
task of trying to fast forward to
your song. But if you were listening to the New Kids like I was,
you realized the whole tape was
golden, so you didn't really mind
the extra listening.
Fast-forwarding about seven
years, I think of my first "real"
concert, as I took to calling it.
Pantera, White Zombie, Deftones,
and Eyehategod make an exceptional lineup today, as well as 12
years ago. I was 14, and ready to
rock. This show catapulted my
addiction of seeing live music
into overdrive.

Throughout my high school
years, it was all about attending
as many shows as possible, even
going to see bands you never heard
of for the thrill of live music.
This was my pre-21-year-old life.
Live music.
Living in Cleveland, I didn't
notice much of a change in going to shows after turning 21, the
main one being drinking my booze
out in the open as opposed to behind closed doors in the bathroom
with friends. I finally turned 21,
and now drinking at shows would
never be a problem again.

Not only can you not
leave the pasture with

a drink, but the booze
corrals have the worst
view of the stage.
Then I decided to transplant
myself to Seattle this past August,
and still having my severe live music addiction, was the most excited
when I picked up the Stranger
and made a list of shows to go to.
Some friends of mine had warned
me about the all age's shows,
but I stuck to my musical roots,
claiming that the kids need to do
something

too.

the underager's side
I
until I started noticing how
much it sucks to be fenced in the
booze corral in the back of the
room, elbow to elbow with other
was on

of-age patrons.

The people who open their wallets so generously for overpriced

booze get the worst show experience possible. Not only can you
not leave the pasture with a drink,
but the booze corrals have the
worst view ofthe stage and seemingly the most people crammed
inside of the smallest area in
the venue.
I also find myself getting more
drunk because I'm trying to drink
as fast as I can to escape the confines of the corral in order to go

boogie down in front of the stage.
This is a dangerous way to enjoy
booze, and if I was allowed to
bring my drinkwith me, it would
get consumed at a much more
reasonable pace.
Not only do all age's
shows provide a less than desired musical experience, but
they put of-age drinkers in
comparable situations.
I don't propose that all age's
shows become banned, not given
my history of attending live shows.
Instead, why don't we corral up
all the underage kids in the back
of the room? Venues make more
money off of 21 and overs, so
therefore we should be given the
respect that we deserve.
We have already paid our rock
dues, so it's time to stop herding
us like cattle into overcrowded
pastures, and kick the kiddies to
the back. If anything, it will give
underage kids one more thing to
look forward to, while giving the
higher paying customers a much
more satisfying show experience.
Jessica can be reached at
ishmaelj@seattleu.edu

Sonics debacle casts new doubts
Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer

in Redmond.

It wasn't enough

to

watch city

and state officials dutifully perform
Another disappointing season for the Seattle somewhat
SuperSonics concluded with 20
wins and 62 losses. That's a "winning" percentage of .244. The past
two years were like a bad dream
I couldn't wake up from, a soap
opera I love to hate to watch, or
like a car wreck I couldn't help but
watch. The Sonics debacle was one
disappointing event after another.
Still, no matter what happened, it
wasn't enough to make me tear
my hair out in anguish or slap the
floor with excitement.
It wasn't enough to watch
Howard Schultz sell the team to
Clay Bennett, who happens to be
from Oklahoma, (the state that
housed the Hornets during another debacle called Katrina) and
who is also a good friend of NBA
Commissioner David Stern.
It wasn't enough to watch the
Sonics draft another foreign sevenfooter in 2006, who is now in the
NDA Development League.
It wasn't enough to watch
the Sonics deal away two of
the 40th Anniversary Sonics
Team members, Ray Allen and
Rashard Lewis.
It wasn't enough to watch
Bennett ask for $300 million in taxes for a new arena,

their functions

as

bureaucrats and

politicians amid those demands
and shoot down a proposed tax.
It wasn't enough to read the he
said, she said banter between legislators, Stern, and Bennett.
It wasn't enough to watch the
management

progressively wriggle

of a verbal commitment to try
to keep the Sonics in Seattle.
It wasn't enough to watch them
set a Seattle SuperSonics season record for losses.
It wasn't enough to watch like a
little child as though my mom (the
great state of Washington) and
wicked stepfather (Bennett) were
fighting and spiraling downward
toward a divorce, the whole time
wanting to scream out like a feeble
youth, "Why isn't anybody doing
anything to make things right?"
It wasn't enough to remember with fans young and old
about the 1979 SuperSonics
and 2004 WNBA Seattle Storm,
the only Seattle franchises
out

with championships.
It wasn't enough to commiserate with those same fans

about the
past and present hardships, and
past glories with names like the
X Man, The Wizard, Big Smooth,
The Reign Man, The Glove, and
the Baddest Man in Pig Tails.

It wasn't enough to speculate
about a franchise move of a franchise player.
But it was just enough to give
me hope as former Sonics owner
Howard Schultz declared he would
seek legal action to retrieve the
Sonics from Bennett's clutches.
And it was just enough to
watch the SeattleSonics again look
Super, in what could be their last
home game, rally together behind
a raucous, emotional and nostalgic crowd to come from behind
to beat the Western Conference
powerhouse Dallas Mavericks in

the closing seconds.
The 2007-2008

season was one

ofmostly indifference and apathy,
marked by moments of disappointment, despair and delight.
I'll never say good riddance, and
it will be nostalgic and upsetting
to visit the Key Arena next year as
a Redhawk. I'm a desperate Sonics
fan. I wanted so desperately for
them to regain their swagger. I
wanted so desperately for them to
contend in what turned out to be
the Wild, Wild West. 1 desperately
wanted for my "parents" to stay
together. All I can do is watch a
long, drawn-out divorce of a
great NBA city and a once-great
NBA team.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
Art is everywhere in Seattle,
but certainly some varieties require a certain kind of ambience to be enjoyed most fully.
The music scene is the perfect
example of this state-dependent
enjoyment. All-day festivals are
fine and well, and evening coffee
shop open mics abound all over
Seattle for everyone's enjoyment,
but some musicians just need to
be accompanied by the din and
dankness of one of the many clubs
around the city.
There's something about a
performance in a club that just
feels more intimate than the
same show might feel elsewhere.
Clubs turn people into animals
in the most enjoyable way possible. Floor shows at places like
Neumos and Chop Suey always
dissolve at some point or another
into a kind ofmob-driven danceoff, but the rabid rancor of the entranced club fans seldom ever gets
too out of control to feasibly be
considered dangerous.
That said, the question needs
to be asked: What is the deal with
21 and up shows at all-ages venues? It's one thing when a band
plays in a bar, where the owners
could lose their businesses were
any minors found on the premise, but it's quite another when a
casual club turns kids away at the
door just because they were born
after ISJJ7.
I've'heard various arguments
in favor of 21 and up shows. From
self-imposed crowd control and
legal liability to fan approval and
the economics of alcohol sales,
many people want to make it
known that there is a time and a
place for 21 and up only shows.
But let's face it, shows aren't really about the fans. When I walk
into a venue to see a band play,
the last thing flashing through my
mind is how much I care about
whether or not the other people
there are okay with my presence.
More likely I'm thinking about
how much I love the musicians
up on stage giving their all to their
audience.
That said, my primary point of
contention with 21 and up shows
is their exclusionary nature, and

the feet thatbouncers and barflies
are equally lauded for saying NO
to music fens based on something
as arbitrary as a number on a piece
of plastic. Certainly it's not making them any wealthier. Does an
open bar really have that much
impact on whether or not a show
sells out? And does anyone believe
that bands get paid for bar sales at
the end of every night?
Shows should be about music, and not money, and that's
really the only thing that needs
be said. If a fifteen year old kid
genuinely wants to go see a show,
they should be able to do so on
more than just the context of his
or her age.
Twenty-one and up shows are
also masters in the art of denial.
They deny younger fans the ability to see shows that might feasibly

be once in a lifetime opportunities. Take when Boredoms played
Neumos last March, for example.
They've been around for 20 years,

they're from Japan, and they seldom play the West Coast. "Super
Ae" is definitely one of my 10 favoritenoise records ofall time, but
I was anything but able to witness
the band's glorious weirdness on
stage that night.
So, yes, sometimes teenagers
are whiney and obnoxious, but
they have the same access to recorded music as everyone else, so
why does that permission change
in the context of the concert?
Music is for everyone. It is one
ofthe ultimate artistic symbols of
equality. Two people with nothing
in common probably enjoy some
of the
same bands. But if one of
ft
them is under 21, they won't be
enjoying said band with their
newfound music companion.
Really, in a city that touts itself
as being so liberal and accepting,
21 and up shows are just idiotic
excuses to run up bar tabs, with
the music, which should be the
main event, relegated to the status
of background noise. If I wanted
to get drunk and rock out to the
new Vampire Weekend album,
I'm sure it would be in my ability
to do so. But frankly, I'd kind of
like to see them live, and sober, in
an environment befitting oftheir
nature as musicians.
My only concession to the 21
and up trend is that, in recent

Mayor Greg Nickels has
been fouling everything up in the
worldofSeattle clubs with his idiotic anti-night life policy. In that
sense, I can see why clubs would
endorse shows exclusive to those
oflegal drinking age, as a defense
mechanism against risking the
loss oftheir business licenses.
However, as was evidenced by
a Xiu Xiu concert I attended last
year at Neumos when the nightlife crisis was first brought to the
forefront ofSeatde's music scene,
solidarity against his policies can
be displayed by people ofall ages
just as easily and successfully as by
the 21 and over demographic.
Before the band mounted the
stage, the club owners made an
announcement about Nickels'
policy plans and shut off all the
power in the venue for five minutes to show what Seattle would
be like in the absence of its
club scene.
Personally, I think this demonstration at an all ages show was
more powerful than it would have
been at a 21 and up concert, inasmuch as it does show a wider
demographic of young adults the
problem with Nickels' legislation. Again, shouldn't these sorts
ofthings be all-inclusive?
Contrary to popular belief,
sound has not always come in
the form of an MP3. Maybe if
people remembered that they'd
realize why all-ages shows are so
pivotally important in a place like
Seattle, where the music scene is
barely hanging on by a thread.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Trespass Warning
April 18,12:40 am.

lastlooks
Metal Makes Change at Seattle U

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Public Safety responded to a report of a non-affiliate woman who
followed students into the lobby of
Campion Hall. She claimed to be
looking for a local bar to meet a
friend. Public Safety escorted the
woman off the campus.

Alcohol/Safety Assist
April 18,11:45p.m.
Public Safety found a student
passed out with his vehicle running in the Murphy parking garage. Public Safety woke the student and escorted him to his Residence Assistant and roommates.
His roommates said they would
keep him in the room asleep.

Alcohol/Noise
April 18,11:50 p.m.
Public Safetyassisted a Residence
Assistant regarding eight veryloud
students in the lobby of Campion
Hall who were blocking the entrance. Public Safety contacted
the individuals at their room with
the help of a ResidenceAssistant.
Two of the students were intoxicated and were documented.

During the performance each song was accompanied by modem interpretive dance. In the third song, "Sea Beast," a single dancer walked on
stage carrying a blown-up killer whale, which became her prop in an intricate and intense use of movement adapted to Mastadon's music.

Accident
April 19,1:15a.m.
Public Safety responded to a report of a broken window in the
lobby of Campion Hall. Upon inspection they found students had
accidentally kicked a ball and it
struck a large window and broke
it. Residence Maintenance is following up.
Alcohol/Safety Assist
April 19,1:30 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a
woman student who was intoxicatedand vomited in the restroom
of Bellarmine Hall. The student
was found to be stable enough to
ride home with her older sister.

All the dancers volunteered theirtime to the event. The dancer's above
sported ghostly face paint, matching the heavy mood of the entire
evening.

SUdoku

Alcohol/Safety Assist
April 19 2:30 a.m.
Public Safety assisted a Residence
Assistant with a room check in
Chardin Hall, where intoxicated
students were observed exiting.
The ResidenceAssistant checked
the room andfound no one present The ResidenceAssistant confiscated a container of rum.

Off Campus, Possible Gun
Shot
April 20,3:10 am.
The SeattlePolice Department responded to a report of a possible
gun shot near Wades restaurant
and bar on the comer of 13th
E. Jefferson. The Seattle Police
Department checked the area
and arrested two individuals in a
parked vehicle. The gunshot was
not confirmed.The Seattle Police
Department is investigating.

The event was afundraiser forfamilies and youth in Lesotho, Africa
in their struggle against the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Lesotho has the
third highest rate of HIV/AIDS in the world.
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After each song, from Mastadon's
album "Leviathan", the lead singer
interjected a theatrical reading of
the story of Jonah.
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